
COOKIES POLICY 

We, as Arcon Kozmetik Sanayi Ve Ticaret Limited Şirketi (“Company”), use cookies in our website 
tr.dior.com (“Website”) for providing a better user experience to our visitors with respect to visitors’ 
privacy and personal data protection rights. This Cookies Policy (‘’Policy’’), explains to our all website 
visitors and users what types of cookies are placed and what they are used for. You can see membership 
procedures and informative documents based on order in our website. 

This Policy will be used without caring about which types of technologies, which methods and which 
types that are used during your visit to our website. For this reason, we recommend that you read 
carefully this Policy and take a copy for examining in the future. 
 

I. What are Cookies and What are Cookies used for? 
 
Cookies are small storing files saved on your computer, your mobile phones, your tablet or your other 
mobile devices that you get access from web browsers. Information about your visit to Website is hidden 
in this file. In this way, your devices which were got access will remember these data when you use this 
Website again. So, Cookies are necessary and important for using Website easily and effectively. Also, 
Cookies are used for offering suitable service, product presenting an eligible offer in our Website and 
also in third parties websites. 
 
Main purpose in use of Cookies, 

▪ Requirement for some technical data for using more effectively Website, 
▪ Collection of information about preferences and habits of usage and browsing by Company 
▪ Requirement for personal data like your IP address, in order to fulfill the legal and contractual 

obligations especially arising Law No. 5651 on the Regulation of Publications Made on the 
Internet and Combating Crimes Committed by These Publications and Regulation on the 
Procedures and Principles Regarding the Regulation of Publications Made on the Internet,  

II.  Which types of data are processed with Cookies? 

Cookies, in general, collect data about your usage and browsing preferences in device which is 
accessed Website, but it depends on their different types. These data contain all information about 
pages visited, products being viewed, and your Website visit. 

III. How we use different types of Cookies? 

We use different types of Cookies in Websites. These are strictly necessary cookies for ensure to work 
Website, functionality cookies, analytics/performance cookies and targeting/advertising cookies. 

Types of cookies in terms of usage: 

Strictly necessary Cookies: These cookies are required for the Website to work properly. We need these 
cookies for managing the system, for preventing fictitious transactions. If they are blocked Website will 
not work. 
 
Functionality Cookies: These Cookies are used for more advanced and easier usage experience. For 
example, remembering previous preferences will provide you with easy access to certain content on the 
Website. You can also prevent usage of these Cookies as described in detail below. 
 
Analytics/Performance Cookies: These cookies are ensured analyzing and understanding the process 
of our Website and improve the Website as getting in contact with you. 

Targeting/Advertising Cookies: These cookies are used to determine and offer interesting contents 
without excepting advertising contents to visitor. You can prevent usage of these cookies as described 
in detail below. But, blocking of the usage of these cookies won’t block completely advertising contents 
only if ads with general contents instead of ads that may only interest you will be offered. 



Types of cookies in terms of storage time: 

Persistent Cookies: They are stored in computer until deleted by the user or until a specified time. These 
cookies are usually used for evaluating preferences and browsing behavior of users. 

Session Cookies: These cookies are used to separate users visit to different sessions and don’t collect 
data from user. A cookie will be deleted if user close Website or if user remain passive. Target and 
monitoring cookies are used for assist services especially advertising services of third parties in Website 
and improve this services’ efficiency. These cookies can remember visited web pages and sites and 
can collect personal data especially IP address. The website use first-party cookies and also third-party 
cookies for collecting information, reminding your interests and your demographical data, for presenting 
targeted advertisements, for ameliorating views of these advertisements, and also for determining the 
proportion of interaction between advertisement services. Website benefits from social plugin related to 
social networks such as Facebook and Linkedin. When you visit the Website or use these social plugins, 
the Website will connect directly to social network server. Then, the content that the social plugin present 
will be transmitted to your website server directly and will be added to your visited website. 
Consequently, social network can process as reach to your data and can combine with your relevant 
social network account data. 

Please do not forget that we don’t have any control or impact on processed data by social networks 
through social plugins. Please examine carefully personal data policies published by social networks for 
taking more information about purpose, time and procedures of process. 

IV. How can you block the usage of Cookies? 

You can block the usage of Cookies if you wish, even this usage provides a better service. But in this 

situation, Websites can’t show their function completely and please do not forget that also you can’t 

benefit from all qualities. For blocking usage of Cookies, you have to change your settings of your 

internet browser. These modifications depend on your device and internet browser. You can see 

different stages for blocking Cookies for different internet browsers below: 

• Internet Explorer 

1. Open your desktop and click Internet Explorer located on taskbar. 

2. Click the tools button and click Internet options. 

3. Select the Privacy tab, then under Settings, move the slider to the top to block all cookies and click 

Finish button. 

• Microsoft Edge 

1. Click the three dots in the top right corner on your Microsoft Edge browser and select Settings. 

2. After click Select Items to Clean form new window, select choose sections what to clear. 

3. There are many sections here. You can start to clear as select the section you’d like to clear 

• Google Chrome 

1. Open Chrome on your computer. 

2. At the top right, click More Settings. 

3. At the bottom, click Advanced. 

4. Under ‘’Privacy and security’’ click content settings. 

5 .Click Cookies. 

6. Search Website name under the ‘’All cookies and data’’. 

7. Click Remove on site’s right side. 



• Mozilla Firefox 

1. Click button Firefox Menu and click Settings. 

2. Select the Privacy & Security panel and go to the History. 

3. Edit setting of Firefox as privacy settings for history. 

4. Click show cookies button. Cookies window will be shown. 

5. Write to search area each website name that you want clear their cookies. Matching cooking will be 

shown. 

6. Choose these cookies and click Block. 

7. Click close button for cookies and then close About: preferences page. 

• Safari 

1. Safari -> Preferences 

2. Click to Privacy & Security. 

3. Click Website Data. 

4. Choose one or more websites and then click Remove or Remove All. 

You can find here more information about the other web browsers: https://www.esb.org.tr/cerez-bellek 

or https://www.aboutcookies.org.uk/   

You can also remove all cookies from visited websites with third party software. 

V. Contact Us 

You can contact us to relay that you have any further questions or remarks about policy from one of 

following contact information: 

E-mail: diorbeauty@arconkozmetik.com 

 

https://www.esb.org.tr/cerez-bellek
https://www.aboutcookies.org.uk/

